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Free In-Play Betting Tips – Where to Find Them?

From all the available sports betting strategies out there, in-play betting tips are considered to be some of the hardest to acquire. In some cases, professional tipsters and bookies are managing to deliver some incredible tips; however, due to the dynamic nature of live markets, gathering the essential information during the sporting event can prove to be a very challenging task. On the other hand, there are sources which can provide you with the proper betting information you might be looking for on time.

Websites Where You Can Get Some Free Information

When it comes to finding free tips for in-play markets, freesupertips.com is one of the most known sites ever. The afootballreport.com is also a good source of free in-play betting info, although they are meant only for football. Although there are many other websites that offer a huge number of free tips, which will make them even more valuable, is the place where you can get them from.

Social Media Outlets Have Everything You Need

The mentioned websites above, as well as many reputable professional tipsters, have one thing in common – they all use social media. While it takes quite a bit of time to prepare a tips article and present it on a homepage, simply posting a list on Facebook is much quicker, and time-efficient. Whether you’ve liked one tips website or another, they will all have Twitter accounts. In essence, this social media is renowned as being the one that can deliver information to the masses faster and more efficiently than any other. YouTube, Instagram – these and many other social media platforms have the ability to provide the public with in-play betting info right away.

Don’t Forget to Be Vigilant

Fast-acting is known to be the common root of all betting mistakes, so here are a few tips to help you stay in control when using in-play betting information. First and foremost, calculate how much money you’re planning to bet. Some tips may look very exciting, and without a fixed budget, a punter can easily slip and overspend. The second tip is to follow the source in advance – if you see that a particular website is writing about an event that’s about to open an in-play market somewhere, then you might be headed into the right direction. Our experts often state that they feel quite distrustful about tipster websites that appear “out of nowhere” on the day an in-play market is opened.

 Continue Reading
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In-Play Betting – How Does It Work?

Also known as “live betting”, in-play is a sports betting market where wagers are made after a specific event has started. Usually, a sports market with in-play betting is open for wagers until the event finishes; however, sportsbooks can close a specific market at their own discretion. Live betting has many benefits and also a few limitations; on the other hand, it is still one of the most popular wager types punters like to make in sportsbooks online. If you are a fan of live betting in general, you might find your place in many top uk online casino websites.

Advantages of In-Play Betting

Due to the nature of live betting, there are several benefits that can allow punters to get a better grasp on the situation. For starters, bettors can watch a broadcast (or a stream) of their sporting event and assess the situation better. Another important advantage is the fact that in-play betting allows the punter to change the position of their bet; however, at a smaller rate.

Here is an example – Manchester United is playing against Barcelona. M.U.s odds are 1.5, while Barcelona’s are 2.5. If a punter has placed an in-play bet of $10 on Manchester but over the course of the game they realize that Barcelona is about to win, they can “re-position” their bet; however, the new wager position will now have a value of $5. The re-positioning rate varies depending on the bookie, event, and odds; however, the fact that a punter can move their original stake is an incredible advantage, allowing for the potential mitigation of losing bets.

Markets Can Be Suspended Due to Special Circumstances

There are a number of special circumstances that can justify the suspension of a specific live market. Usually, in-play bets are presented by bookies in a more or less “equal” manner; which means, that if something happens during a sporting event that would completely shift all bets from one side to the other, the sportsbook will automatically prevent any further wagers or stake re-positioning.

Some of those special events would include: a football player getting a red card; if the in-play market covers a

specific period of a game or match; if a racehorse trips and falls, etc. Those kinds of “mishaps” or sudden game

changes that would rapidly shift the odds from their somewhat balanced state have been taken into consideration for quite a while now, and this is why in most cases the suspension of a market will be done in an automated manner by the sportsbook platform itself.
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Top Betting Companies That Offer a Registration Bonus

It is an all-known fact that the bonuses in all sport betting websites aren’t that big; however, there might be a few exceptions that are worthy of analysing. In most cases, bookies do offer a “free bet” from time to time, but usually, the limits surrounding such a promotion make it pretty challenging to benefit from. In the paragraphs below, you will learn more about the bookies that offer some of the best sportsbook registration bonuses.

888sport Triples a First Deposit

Newly-registered punters of 888sport can receive €30 in free bets, as part of the bookie’s welcome offer. 888 requires all new players to make a deposit by using a special bonus code; afterwards, the player would have to make a bet of €10 or more, and after that wager has been settled, the bookie will grant players €30 in free bets.

We should mention that the welcome offer is classified as a “free bet token”, and as such, will be subjected to a number of rules and requirements set by the sportsbook. The first important rule is that free bets can’t be used on “each way” and “permutations” markets. Furthermore, the amount of the free token must be used as a whole, in one stake (it can’t be split into several smaller wagers) and it can’t be combined with any real money bets.

A Risk-Free Bet from Paddy Power

This bookie is giving its players the chance to get back their original bet – in cash. Punters will need to register their account using a special bonus code, and once they do, they are required to make a deposit of at least £10. When the punter has made their first bet, and it turns out as “a loss”, Paddy Power will refund up to £10 in cash.

A punter’s first bet after signing up for the promotion will be regarded as the qualifying bet. Additionally, using any of the following deposit methods will not make the punter eligible for the sign-up bonus: Skrill, Paysafe, PayPal, and NETELLER. The offer will be available exclusively to players from the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. Just like other bookies, Paddy Power won’t qualify a player’s wager, if it’s used in bet types such as Heinz, Canadian, Lucky (15, 31, 63), and a few others.

Free In-Play Betting Tips – Where to Find Them?


Unibet Also Offers a Bonus Refund

The Unibet welcome bonus is pretty simple – if their newly registered member loses their bet, they will refund it 100% up to €25. Although this sportsbook offers a welcome promotion similar to others, another benefit is that it supports multiple currencies, such as CAD, INR, GBP, USD, and PLN. With that being said, it doesn’t come as a surprise that this offer has a wagering requirements rate of x3. This means that it must be fulfilled by playing the bonus amount three times on sports markets with odds no less than 1.4 (decimal). The wagering requirements will need to be fulfilled before any cash resulting from the use of a bonus can be released for withdrawal.
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What Is an Accumulator Bet and How Does it Work?

For many years punters everywhere were exploring different possibilities to increase their profit by combining different kinds of bets. Today, this phenomenon is known as “accumulator betting”, or simply – the acca bet. For all intents and purposes, the accumulator wager combines several (more than one) different markets under one stake. The usual number of combined markets it takes to classify a bet as an “accumulator”, is usually four, but there can be a lot more. Here is the deal – if a punter has made all the correct guesses, they will be looking at a very large payout, as the accumulator system bets combine and multiply the punter’s wager with the separate odds of all selected markets.

Where to Find Accumulator Bets

There aren’t any sportsbooks online today that do not offer accumulator bet opportunities. Surely, it is possible that some special markets aren’t eligible for accumulator combinations, but those are usually rare. When it comes to bookie brands, some of the best acca opportunities are presented in sportsbooks such as Paddy Power, Skybet, William Hill, 888sport, Ladbrokes, and many others.

Pros and Cons of Accumulator Betting

Acca bets are “high risk, high reward”. And while we did explain how big the reward can become, only a single mistake can turn down your entire acca bet into a losing one. That is the greatest acca bet con of all – if one of those four selections doesn’t pan out, the entire wager goes down the drain. Naturally, punters try to offset those chances by selecting markets and odds carefully, but nothing is clear until the markets have been settled. Acca betting is simple, but it isn’t recommended to be used by beginner punters.

Types of Wagers that Can be combined into Acca

The most common way to place a wager in an accumulator is via straight, (or moneyline) bets, where usually the punter selects one of two or three possible outcomes. If the sportsbook allows it, handicap bets, special wagers, and other types of bets can be put together in an accumulator stake. The rule of thumb says that the more unusual are the bets in an accumulator, the bigger chance it will have to fail – the odds on those special bets, however, might combine into a huge payout if the punter is really lucky.
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How football accumulators work?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1_P-LqqWK0
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Our Mission
 We are an enthusiastic collective with a common passion – betting on sports. That’s why our team can relate to you so easily and provide you with complete and relevant information that covers every last detail.



 


Football Betting Strategies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHKKnyrd0qA
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